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Abstract.

The recently developed free-plasma-boundary version of the SIESTA MHD equilibrium

code [1, 2] is used for the �rst time to study scenarios with considerable bootstrap cur-

rents for the Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) stellarator. Bootstrap currents in the range of tens

of kAs can lead to the formation of unwanted magnetic island chains or stochastic regions

within the plasma and alter the boundary rotational transform due to the small shear in

W7-X. The latter issue is of relevance since the island divertor operation of W7-X relies on

a proper positioning of magnetic island chains at the plasma edge to control the particle

and energy exhaust towards the divertor plates. Two scenarios are examined with the new

free-plasma-boundary capabilities of SIESTA: a freely evolving bootstrap current one that

illustrates the di�culties arising from the dislocation of the boundary islands, and a second

one in which o�-axis electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) is applied to compensate the

e�ects of the bootstrap current and keep the island divertor con�guration intact. SIESTA

�nds that o�-axis ECCD is indeed able to keep the location and phase of the edge magnetic

island chain unchanged, but it may also lead to an undesired stochastization of parts of the

con�ned plasma if the EC deposition radial pro�le becomes too narrow.



1.Introduction

The W7-Xstellarator,thatstarteditsoperationinDecemberof2015atthe Max-Planck

InstituteforPlasmaPhysicsin Greifswald[3],hasbeenoptimisedtoprovidegood MHD

equilibriumandstability,improvedneoclassicalconfinement,smallbootstrapcurrentsand

goodfastparticleconfinementathighbeta. However,operatingawayfromthisoptimised

configuration mightbeinterestinginordertofurtherimprovecertainpropertiesatthe

expenseofothers. Amongtheseaccessiblescenarios,therearemanyinwhichself-generated

neoclassicalbootstrapcurrents[4,5,6]mightbesignificant.Thepresenceofthesebootstrap

currentscouldaltersomeofthegoodpropertiesoftheoriginaldesign. Forinstance,the

modificationsoftherotationaltransformcausedbythesebootstrapcurrentscouldresult

intheformationofmagneticislandsandstochasticregionsinsideoftheplasma,leadingto

areductionoftheconfiningvolumeandtoadecreaseoftheconfinedenergy.Inaddition,

theymightalsodisplacethemagneticislandchainthatisoftenpositionedattheedgeofthe

plasmatoisolateitfromthewallsandtohelptocontroltheparticleandenergyexhaust

towardsthedivertorplates.Iftheislandchainis movedwithintheplasmaasaresultof

thesemodifications,itcouldreducetheconfiningvolumesignificantly.If,ontheotherhand,

theislandchainisdisplacedbeyondthedivertorplates,itwouldleadtothedirectcontact

ofgoodfluxsurfaceswiththedivertor,thatwouldstarttofunctioninsteadasanormal

limiter. Manyofthewell-knownadvantagesofdivertoroperationinregardstobothparticle

andheatcontrolwouldthusbelost[7]. Therefore,itisclearthatanychangesinthesize,

positionandphaseofthisislandchainneedtobepredictedandcounteractedifneeded.

Duetotheirimportancefor W7-Xoperation,speciallyfortheforeseenquasi-steady-

stateoperation,anumberofproceduresforbootstrapcurrentcontrolhavebeeninvestigated

overtheyears[8,9,10,11]. Two mainscenariosareusuallyconsidered: afirstoneat

lowto midplasmadensities(uptone(0)≤1×1020m 3)inwhichself-generatedbootstrap

currentscanbecomesignificantandwhereECCDcanbeachievedefficientlyusingtheX-2

modeheatingschemeofthe140GHzECRH-system(theX-2 modecutoffoccursatabout

ne(0) 1.2×1020m 3fortypical W7-Xparameters);andasecondoneathigherplasma

densities,inwhichbootstrapcurrentsaresmaller(due,amongotherthings,tothelarger

collisionality)butwhereX2-ECCDisnolongeravailableandothercurrentdriveschemes

mustbeused[8].Inthefirsttypeofscenarios,ECCDisconsideredadequatebecausethe

diffusionofthedrivencurrenthappensontheresistiveskintimescale,thatisoftheorderof

afewseconds,whilstthetotaltoroidalcurrentevolvesonthetimescaleoftheL/Rtimethat

isoftheorderofafewtensofseconds.Theanalysisofthesehypotheticalscenarioshasbeen

doneat W7-Xbyiteratingbetweenanideal MHDequilibriumcodeandatransportcode.

Theproceduregoesapproximatelyasfollows. First,anideal MHDequilibriumsolutionis

obtainedwiththeVMECcode[12],forthetimeofinterest,throughouttheregionwhere

theplasmaisconfined. VMECisaveryfastideal MHDequilibriumsolver,widelyused
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throughout the stellarator community, that assumes that closed magnetic surfaces exist

everywhere in the computational domain. The bootstrap current is then estimated by the

NTSS transport code[13], that uses as input the plasma pro�les at the time of interest and

the magnetic �eld computed by VMEC. NTSS uses neoclassical transport coe�cients that

are estimated, for any given VMEC equilibrium, by the DKES code [14]. The next step is to

add the obtained bootstrap current to the plasma currents previously obtained by VMEC,

feed the resulting currents into VMEC, and recalculate a new ideal MHD equilibrium. This

cycle should be repeated, in principle, for as long as required for convergence (i.e., until

the di�erence between successive estimates of the bootstrap current becomes smaller than a

certain prescribed tolerance), although acceptable results are usually obtained after a just a

few (sometimes even one) iterations, specially if the bootstrap current is small.

Once convergence is achieved, the impact of bootstrap currents on the overall magnetic

topology and, more speci�cally, on the magnetic island chain that separates the con�ned

plasma from the walls, is investigated. This requires the evaluation of the magnetic �eld in

the region between the plasma and the vacuum vessel. Since VMEC does not provide this

kind of information, this magnetic �eld is obtained by adding two separate contributions.

The �rst one is the magnetic �eld created by the currents that ow in the external coils

of W7-X, that is calculated by a Biot-Savart integrator (in this case, IPP's own MAG3D

code [15]). The second one is the magnetic �eld due to the currents owing within the

plasma, that is obtained by IPP's EXTENDER code [16] by applying the so-called "virtual-

casing principle" [17, 18] on the VMEC solution. Since no assumption is made regarding the

existence of magnetic surfaces in these calculations, magnetic islands and stochastic regions

may now appear in the region between the plasma and the vacuum vessel. Naturally, the

procedure just outlined must be repeated at each instant of time of interest in the scenario.

The methodology just described, although very useful, is however not optimal. Clearly,

nested magnetic surfaces may not always exist throughout the con�ned plasma region. This

is the case, for instance, when the rotational transform pro�le of the con�guration includes

low-order rational surfaces inside the plasma [19]. This situation is certainly relevant for

some of the self-generated bootstrap current scenarios just described, where the distortion of

the rotational transform is sometimes su�ciently large to push the edge island chain inside of

the plasma. In fact, additional low-order rationals might also enter the plasma, either from

the magnetic axis or from the edge. Since the VMEC equilibrium solution misrepresents

(because of the aforementioned assumptions) the plasma currents at low-order rational

surfaces, where current sheets form to prevent the opening up of magnetic islands [20, 21, 22],

these misrepresentations (when important) would also a�ect the magnetic �eld estimated in

the region that extends from the plasma edge to the vacuum vessel by EXTENDER.

It is apparent that ideal MHD equilibrium solvers not assuming nested magnetic

surfaces [1, 20, 23, 24] would be better suited for this type of studies. Regretfully, these solvers

are often rather complicated to run and computationally very intensive, particularly when
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used in free-boundary mode. In spite of this, in this paper we apply the recently released

free-plasma-boundary version of the SIESTA code [2, 1] to the aforementioned bootstrap

current scenarios in W7-X for the �rst time. It will be shown that the performance of

SIESTA is rather acceptable in this context, being able to compute the MHD equilibrium

solution accurately over the volume that extends from the magnetic axis to the vacuum vessel

in just a few hours (for each instant of time of interest in the scenario). Some new physical

insights have also been gained from using SIESTA for the ECCD bootstrap current scenarios,

particularly within the con�ned plasma region. It has been found that, although o�-axis

ECCD can be used very e�ectively to maintain the location of the edge magnetic island chain

as the VMEC+EXTENDER studies showed, it may also lead to a partial stochastization of

the inner plasma due to the strong deviations in the rotational transform pro�les introduced

whenever the EC radial deposition pro�le is too narrow.

The paper is thus organized as follows. We will �rst describe the results of analyzing

the two selected W7-X bootstrap current scenarios by means of the VMEC+EXTENDER

combo in Sec. 2. Then, the results of the analysis of the freely-evolving bootstrap scenario

with SIESTA are presented in Sec. 3.1, while the results for the ECCD scenario are presented

in Sec. 3.2. Finally, we summarise our results and draw some conclusions in Sec. 4.

2. Considered W7-X scenarios

In the last few years several hypothetical scenarios have been studied to explore the use of

ECCD to control undesired bootstrap currents in W7-X [8, 10, 9, 25]. These analysis were

performed using the VMEC+EXTENDER and NTSS codes, as explained in the previous

section. In all cases where ECCD is included, the ECRH power deposition pro�les and

the resulting current drive are estimated at each iteration by the TRAVIS code [26]. The

modi�cation of the rotational transform due to ECCD is then included, in addition to that

of the bootstrap currents, in the VMEC+EXTENDER calculation.

In this paper we will apply the free-plasma-boundary version of SIESTA to analyse the

two bootstrap current scenarios with medium to high electron density described in Ref. [8],

pertaining to the W7-X standard con�guration. In one of them, the bootstrap current is

allowed to vary at will while, in the second one, ECCD is applied to control it. The estimated

toroidal current (including self-generated bootstrap currents) and the resulting rotational

transform pro�les (as obtained by VMEC) for these two cases are shown in Figs. 1 and 3,

with the freely-evolving case shown in the �rst �gure and the ECCD compensated case in

the second. Its rotational transform is between the 5=6 and the 5=5 rationals, the latter

being responsible for the island chain that appears just outside of the plasma edge (i.e., at

s = 1 in SIESTA coordinates. SIESTA uses s =
q
 = edge as the radial coordinate, with  

corresponding to the magnetic toroidal ux. Therefore, sSIESTA =
p
sVMEC). As shown in

the right frame of Fig. 1 (in blue), only the 10=11 rational surface lies within the plasma
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Figure 1. Toroidal current density (left) and rotational transform (right) radial pro�les

at selected times for the freely-evolving bootstrap current case described in the main text.

Pro�les are shown for three di�erent times as the plasma < � > is raised from 0:86% (at

t = 0) to about < � >� 2:0% (t = 6 sec). The radial label used is s =
p
 = edge .

(at s ' 0:6) for the standard con�guration, among the various lower-order rational surfaces

that could be expected to be of relevance [19].

2.1. Freely-evolving bootstrap current case

As can be seen in the left frame of Fig. 1, the toroidal current density (in blue) is initially

negligible because the bootstrap current density is almost identically cancelled by the

shielding currents which redistribute on the resistive skin time. Then, the current density

increases signi�cantly as < � > is raised up to approximately 2%. At time t = 6 sec (in

red), the shielding currents are distributed according to the conductivity pro�le and the net

current is still small, since their decay has just started. The central rotational transform is

however signi�cantly reduced for s < 0:7 (see right frame of Fig. 1, in red), with three new

low-order rational surfaces { 5=6 10=13 and 5=7 { having made their way into the plasma

from the axis. At t = 110 sec (in green), on the other hand, the shielding currents have had

su�cient time to decay almost entirely. The toroidal current density has reversed its sign

near the axis, e�ectively pushing the three aforementioned low-order rationals out of the

plasma at the cost of introducing the edge 5=5 rational (that is, the one that originally was

thought to isolate the plasma from the wall) to the middle of the plasma, at approximately

s = 0:6, and displacing the 10=11 rational to about s � 0:4. The 5=6 rational, on t he other

hand, is just outside of the magnetic axis.

The resulting structure of the magnetic �eld can be visualized by constructing Poincar�e

puncture plots with the magnetic �eld obtained by the VMEC+EXTENDER combo as

described earlier (see Fig. 2). Several things are worth commenting here. Starting with the

puncture plot at t = 0 sec (Fig. 2.a), it is clear that the 5=5 rational is located at the edge as

expected since the edge rotational transform is not modi�ed in this case (see right frame of
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Figure 2. Poincar�e plots (in SIESTA coordinates, with � being the poloidal ux coordinate

and s the radial coordinate) of the magnetic �eld obtained by the VMEC+EXTENDER

combo, for the freely-evolving bootstrap case, calculated at toroidal angle � = 0 at times

(a) t = 0 sec, (b) t = 6 sec and (c) t = 110 sec. A magenta horizontal line marks the end of

the volume considered by VMEC, that is located at s = 1.

Fig. 1, blue curve). However, the island chain penetrates the plasma edge (i.e., s = 1) up to

about s � 0:9. The fact that the VMEC+EXTENDER solution contains an island within

s < 1 is rather surprising, since VMEC assumes nested magnetic surfaces within the plasma.

This situation is repeated in the puncture plot calculated at t = 6 sec (Fig. 2.b) and even

more pronounced in one calculated at t = 110 sec (Fig. 2.c), in which the 5=5 island is found

between s = 0:65 � 0:75. This location is however consistent with the rotational transform

pro�le (see left frame of Fig. 1, green curve) but its presence in the VMEC+EXTENDER

solution is rather odd, given the aforementioned VMEC constraints.

The reason why these magnetic islands appear inside of the plasma seems to be a side
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e�ect of an additional corrective procedure that is applied within the VMEC+EXTENDER

combo to remove magnetic �eld discontinuities at s = 1 (the details of why and how this

exactly happens are still under investigation [27]). The discontinuities appear because the

contribution to the magnetic �eld coming from the external coils is calculated di�erently

inside the plasma (where the VMEC solution already includes this contribution) and in

the region that extends from the last ux surface VMEC considers to the vacuum vessel

(where Biot-Savart's law is integrated with the MAG3D code). Since it would be better

to add contributions calculated in the same way over the whole domain, the creators of

EXTENDER used again the "virtual casing principle" to estimate the magnetic �eld created

by the external coils inside the plasma [16]. This contribution is then subtracted from the

VMEC solution and replaced by the magnetic �eld obtained from Biot-Savart's law over the

whole volume. The Poincar�e plots shown in Fig. 2 correspond to magnetic �elds that have

been corrected in this manner.

It is also worth mentioning that the solution obtained by VMEC+EXTENDER is not

a self-consistent ideal MHD equilibrium in the sense that J�B�rp is not zero everywhere

(to machine precision). This limitation, recognized by its developers [16], is due to the fact

that the plasma pressure is still the same one that VMEC obtained inside s = 1. That

is, the pressure is a ux quantity with respect to the original VMEC magnetic �eld. On

the other hand, the magnetic �eld calculated by VMEC+EXTENDER may have a di�erent

topology inside of the VMEC-domain (e.g., islands may have appeared) due to the corrective

procedures just described. This lack of self-consistency also a�ects the �elds outside of the

VMEC original domain that are calculated on the basis of the unaltered plasma currents. The

extent to which the VMEC+EXTENDER combo provides a su�ciently good approximate

solution over the whole volume thus depends on how important these e�ects are, as the

SIESTA runs will show soon.

We conclude by making a last comment about the puncture plots shown in Fig. 2. It

is curious that, in spite of one low-order rational (the 10=11 rational) being inside of the

plasma at t = 0 sec, and three low-order rational surfaces (i.e., 10=11, 5=6 and 5=7) having

entered the plasma at t = 6 sec, no island chains are seen in the magnetic �eld provided

by VMEC+EXTENDER. Similarly, there is no sign at t = 110 sec of any other rational

surface inside the plasma except for the 5=5 island chain at s � 0:7. One could say that

this is consistent with the VMEC assumption of nested magnetic surfaces, but it is at least

somewhat puzzling that the same corrective procedure using in EXTENDER that causes the

5=5 to appear does not do the same for any of these other rationals.

2.2. ECCD compensated bootstrap current case

Several possible scenarios have been considered in W7-X that apply ECCD to compensate

the self-generated bootstrap currents and thus to avoid that the 5=5 island chain enters
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Figure 3. Toroidal current density (left) and rotational transform (right) radial pro�les at

selected times for the ECCD-compensated case described in the main text.

into the plasma [8]. The right frame of Fig. 3 shows the compensated toroidal current

pro�les obtained by means of ECCD for the scenario examined in the previous subsection,

as described in detail in Refs. [8, 10]. Due to the fact that ECCD drives current densities at

the heating location, a local compensation of the bootstrap current pro�le, which is driven

by the gradients of the plasma pro�les, is however not possible. Therefore, the guiding

principle of these works was to use ECCD to ensure that the net toroidal current vanished.

In this way, the edge rotational transform would remain unchanged and the 5=5 island chain

would stay at its radial location. ECCD is however a very localized current drive scheme

and a pure on-axis current drive would formally drive the rotational transform to negative

values as seen in experiments in W7-AS [28]. Therefore, an o�-axis scenario was chosen

(see left frame of Fig. 3) that led to a prononunced o�-axis minimum of the rotational

transform pro�le (see right frame of Fig. 3). As a result, a number of low-order rational

surfaces (in particular, rationals 5=6, 10=13, 5=7, 5=8, 5=9, 5=10, 5=13 and 5=15) appear

inside the plasma, many of them even becoming doubly resonant (that is, being resonant at

two di�erent radial positions).

The e�ect on the magnetic �eld topology of the ECCD compensation was estimated by

means of VMEC+EXTENDER. The Poincar�e plots of the resulting magnetic �eld are shown

in Fig. 4. Since the rotational transform pro�le is now virtually the same at t = 6 sec and

t = 100 sec, thanks to the ECCD compensation, the puncture plots are also very similar.

Both contain a large 5=5 island chain at the plasma edge (again, with the island extending

inside s = 1 for the reasons previously mentioned). Inside s = 1, well-de�ned magnetic

surfaces are present almost everywhere. There are however some hints of magnetic islands

at t = 6 sec at s � 0:68 and s � 0:55, corresponding to the locations of the 5=6 and 5=7

rationals. Interestingly, these rationals do not appear at t = 110 sec in spite of the rotational

transform pro�le being very similar. If the VMEC+EXTENDER estimate for the magnetic
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Figure 4. Poincar�e plots (in SIESTA coordinates) of the magnetic �eld obtained by the

VMEC+EXTENDER combo, for the ECCD compensated case, calculated at toroidal angle

� = 0 at times (a) t = 6 sec and (b) t = 110 sec. A magenta horizontal line marks the end

of the volume considered by VMEC, that is located at s = 1.

�eld inside the plasma could be trusted, these results would clearly be very good news. In

the next section, we will test how reliable they are by using the free-plasma-boundary version

of SIESTA.

3. Free-Boundary SIESTA analysis of the considered W7-X scenarios

In this section we will re-examine the two scenarios considered in the previous section (i.e.,

the freely-evolving vs the compensated bootstrap cases) using the newly developed free-

plasma-boundary version of SIESTA. SIESTA [1, 2] is a nonlinear ideal MHD equilibrium

code that lets the plasma pressure and magnetic �eld evolve freely, subject only to the

local MHD conservation laws (of toroidal and poloidal magnetic ux and mass) and proper

boundary conditions [2], until a minimum of the con�ned MHD energy,

WMHD =
Z
plasma+vaccum

dV

 
B2

2�0

+
p

�� 1

!
; (1)

is reached, � being the adiabatic index. As a result, the magnetic �eld may develop any

desired topology consistent with these constraints. Although SIESTA is an ideal MHD

solver, it allows for a �nite amount of resistivity at the start of its iteration cycle to help

di�use any divergent current densities present at rational surfaces, which are then set to zero

before it converges to the �nal equilibrium solution [1]. For free-plasma-boundary runs (more

details about how SIESTA is run for W7-X in free-plasma-boundary mode can be found in

Ref. [2]), the magnetic �eld from which SIESTA starts to iterate is built from the plasma
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currents that VMEC �nds for the same problem plus those owing in the coils. Regarding

the initial plasma pressure, the VMEC pressure for s < 1 is used. In addition, a very

low-pressure plasma with a small gradient is also considered to �ll the region that extends

between the last closed ux surface considered in the VMEC solution and the vacuum vessel

in order to avoid the formation of a large kernel in the Hessian matrix of the discretized

numerical problem, which otherwise complicates enormously the convergence towards a �nal

solution [2].

Figure 5. Poincar�e plots (in SIESTA coordinates) of the equilibrium magnetic �eld

obtained by SIESTA, for the freely-evolving bootstrap current case, at toroidal angle � = 0

for times (a) t = 0 sec, (b) t = 6 sec and (c) t = 110 sec. A magenta horizontal line marks

the end of the volume considered by VMEC, that is located at s = 1.
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3.1.Freelyevolvingbootstrapcurrentcase

The VMECrunsusedtoinitializeSIESTAinthiscasehaveincluded49radialsurfaces,

21poloidal modesand33toroidal modes. Theyare,infact,thesameonesusedforthe

VMEC+EXTENDERproceduredescribedintheprevioussection. Inaddition,34new

radialsurfaceshavebeenusedtocovertheregionthatextendsfromtheplasmaedgeto

thevacuumvessel. ThenumberofFourier modesinSIESTA,however,hasremainedthe

same. Noadditionalresonant magneticperturbationhasbeenaddedduringtheSIESTA

run. Onlyafiniteresistivityhasbeenallowed,forthefirstfewnonlineariterations,to

allowforthediffusionofthecurrentsheetsotherwisepreventingtheformationofmagnetic

islands. Afterthisinitialphase,theresistivityissettozerosothataconvergencetoanideal

MHDequilibriumsolutioncanbeachieved[1].Typically,convergenceisdeclaredwhenthe

normalizedresidualforcesquaredbecomesoftheorderof<F2 >∼ 1018−1020. The

calculationrequiresafewhours(typically,from4to6)foreachofthetimesinthescenarios

thatwereexamined.

Thetopologyofthe magnetic fieldsobtained by SIESTAforthefreely-evolving

bootstrapcurrentcaseareshowninFig.5,wherePoincaŕeplotsareshownattimest=0,

t=6andt=100sec.Thesepunctureplotsshouldbecomparedwiththoseobtainedbythe

VMEC+EXTENDERcomboinFig.2. Thefirstreassuringobservationisthatthe main

featuresaresimilar,particularlyoutsideoftheplasma(i.e.,fors >1). Forinstance,the

5/5islandchainisfoundattheplasmaedgeatt=6sec,althoughitisperhapsabitwider

intheSIESTAsolution. Att=100sec,ontheotherhand,the5/5chainhasenteredthe

plasmaandislocatedatarounds∼ 0.65−0.75,almostatthesamepositionasinthe

VMEC+EXTENDERsolution. Onecanalsoseeinbothsolutionsthatthe15/14and10/9

rationalsarepresentintheregionbetweentheplasmaandthevacuumvesselfort=110

sec.

Thelargestdifferencesappearhoweverinsideoftheplasma where magneticislands

wereabsentintheVMEC+EXTENDERsolution(exceptforthe5/5rationalatt=100

sec)but,intheSIESTAcase,small-widthislandchainsareseenats∼ 0.6(wherethe

10/11rationalislocated)fort=0andats∼0.4(wherethe10/13rationalsits)forthe

othertwotimepoints.Inaddition,anotherislandchainappearsclosetos∼0.2(probably,

relatedtothe5/7rational)attimet=110,togetherwithasmallstochasticregionatabout

s=0.1(this mightberelatedtotheclosenessofthe5/6rationaltotheaxis;itisalso

worthpointingoutthatthe magneticaxisisthepositionwherethesolutionofSIESTA,

asthatof VMEC,islessprecise).Inspiteofthesedifferences,theexpectedimpacton

confinementseemstobesmallduetothesmallwidthoftheislands.Thisisprobablydueto

thefactthat,inthisconfiguration,themagneticshearissufficientlysmalltokeeplow-order

rationalsseparatedandsufficientlylargetokeeptheirsizesmall.Asaresult,thewell-known

Chirikov’sresonance-overlapcriterion[29]isnotviolatedandstochastizationdoesnottake
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Figure 6. Poincar�e plots (in SIESTA coordinates) at toroidal angle � = 0 of the magnetic

�eld obtained at times 6:0s and 110:0 by SIESTA, for the ECCD compensated case. A

magenta line marks the end of the volume considered by VMEC, that is located at s = 1.

place.

3.2. ECCD compensated bootstrap current

SIESTA has also been run for the ECCD compensated scenario using the same number of

radial surfaces and Fourier modes as before. The Poincar�e plots of the resulting magnetic

�eld are shown in Fig. 6 for t = 6 sec and t = 100 sec. We proceed now to compare them

against the puncture plots previously calculated with the VMEC+EXTENDER combo, that

are shown in Fig. 4.

The results obtained by SIESTA partially con�rm what was found with

VMEC+EXTENDER. Namely, that the net toroidal current left after the compensation

is very small and leaves the 5=5 island chain at its original location at the plasma edge.

However, important di�erences are seen in the region 0:15 < s < 0:45. Interestingly, this

is the region where the rotational transform contains a large number of low-order ratio-

nal surfaces due to the counter-owing ECCD current (see right frame of Fig. 3). In the

VMEC+EXTENDER case, these resonances had no signi�cant e�ect on the magnetic topol-

ogy (this is what one should naively expect since the VMEC solution cannot contain islands;

the corrective procedure does not a�ect them in this case). SIESTA, however, �nds that the

region within 0:1 < s < 0:3 becomes stochastic. This outcome is in fact not that surpris-

ing, given the large number of low-order rationals that are packed within this region. Since

many are doubly resonant (in particular, rationals 5=9, 5=10, 5=13 and 5=15), they might be

expected to be susceptible to the onset of double-tearing instabilities [30]. It turns out that
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this is however not the case, since the stochastization is only observed for s < 0:3, where the

zero of the magnetic shear is located. At larger radii, magnetic islands and closed surfaces

are seen instead. This suggests that the density of rationals is su�ciently large to violate

Chirikov's resonance-overlap criterion only across the 0:1 < s < 0:3 region in spite of the

larger magnetic shear that exists there. The reason might be the strong reduction in the

volume enclosed by each magnetic surface (that is roughly quadratic with s) as the magnetic

axis is approached. Due to the presence of the stochasticity, plasma transport should be

enhanced and the plasma radial pro�les should become at across the central region. Con-

sequently, a considerable deterioration of performance might be expected for this type of

scenario.

4. Summary and conclusions

In this paper we have shown that the recently released free-boundary-version of the SIESTA

code can be very useful to assess possible modi�cations of the topological properties of

plasma con�ning 3D magnetic �elds, both within the plasma and in the region between the

plasma and the vacuum vessel. For example, the re-analysis of several ECCD-compensated

bootstrap-current scenarios for the W7-X stellarator has shown that, although the initial

goal of keeping the 5=5 rational surface at the plasma edge is indeed achievable by means of

o�-axis ECCD, the strong modi�cations of the rotational transform pro�le inside the plasma

may lead to con�nement deterioration and should probably be avoided. For the theoretical

scenarios examined here, broader deposition pro�les would be favourable since they would

drive a less peaked toroidal current density, whilst still keeping the net toroidal current

close to zero. In this way, excessively dense rational surface packing might be avoided, thus

preventing the appearance of stochasticity. The required optimization of the deposition and

current drive pro�les might be possible since the W7-X ECRH-system is quite exible but

it is outside of the scope of this paper. We however believe that SIESTA might be a very

useful for these future studies.

It is also worth noting that in spite of its advantages in this context, SIESTA cannot

replace VMEC in the type of bootstrap current studies previously described. The main

reason is that, to the best of our knowledge, many (if not all) of the available codes that can

estimate neoclassical bootstrap currents (and the majority of theoretical approaches as well)

assume the existence of closed magnetic surfaces throughout the plasma region (that is the

case, for instance, for DKES [14], NEO [31], MOCA [32] or SFINCS [33], to name a few).

The magnetic �eld obtained by SIESTA may lack nested ux surfaces over extended regions,

which makes the estimation of bootstrap currents quite challenging. SIESTA can however

ensure that the predictions of codes such as VMEC+EXTENDER are physically meaningful,

both inside and outside of the plasma. Furthermore, SIESTA might also be advantageous in

other relevant problems that need to deal with magnetic topologies where the assumption of

13



nested ux surfaces is violated, such as the application of resonant magnetic perturbations

[34] or the presence of signi�cant error �elds [35].
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